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Currently, you are able to get this Kindle book for $2.99. It regularly prices at $8.99. You can return

the eBook for a refund within seven days of the date of purchase. This book is a beginnerâ€™s

guide for fast learning Linux commands which are frequently used by Linux administrators or

beginners. The book covers all essential Linux commands as well as their operations, examples

and explanations. It also includes Linux Helping commands, symbols, shortcut keys, run levels and

Vi commands. From this book, you can easily learn:How to run all essential Linux commands.How

to copy, move, and delete files and directories.How to create, remove, and manage users and

groups.How to access Linux server, and use SSH commands.How to operate the run levels and

change the run levelsHow to navigate at the command line by helping commands.How to compare

two files, find out a file, manipulate the file contentsHow to start a job, stop a job and schedule a job.

How to manage permissions and ownership of files and directoriesHow to connect across a

network, communicate with the network.How to transfer files over the network, send network

messagesAnd much more skillâ€¦â€¦There is a long chart containing all common Linux commands in

this book, which can give you a great help in your job or study. You can learn all essential Linux

commands quickly.
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I didn't know Linux hardly at all and that's a tough spot to be in. Especially switching from an entirely

different specification. Oh few things here & there, but starter level.This is "How To:" stuff, and it

thoroughly covered all the basics and gives you a very solid grounding upon which to stand, sit or

just get started.There is, for fast breaks, a glossary at the end of all the most common Linux

commands, also--- huge help for me.

This is the perfect book for beginners. Since I am new to Linux, I often find myself quite lost when it

comes to the command line commands. This guide explains everything clearly to me and I often find

myself reaching out for it whenever I am stuck. This is especially so for the more advanced

commands like those related to file comparing commands.I can see that the author is well versed in

this subject and therefore is able to layout the information in a easy to read and understand manner.

The commands are organised into very logical chapters and I am able to flip to the right chapter

easily when I need to check out a certain command.A must have guide for Linux users

This is a great book for programming beginners. It thoroughly explains Linux commands and

operations, with helpful examples. Itâ€™s brief and straightforward, which is very time efficient.

Highly recommended!

I am not a computer guru, so this book was perfect for me. I needed to learn some Linux commands

quickly without a lot of added detail and fillers. Author Ray Yao covered everything I needed in order

to get started, essential commands, their operations, and some valuable examples. I was primarily

looking for the best and simplest method to change permissions and ownership of files (a partner in

my organization had parted ways). This book is created with a chart for ease of use. As I mentioned,

I am not a guruâ€”I know some basic programming codes, etc., so this book was written in a manner

than was easy to follow. Not once did I feel lost or that I was in â€œover my headâ€• with this

information. Excellent resource. Iâ€™ll definitely refer back to it next time I need to work with Linux

(which isnâ€™t very often thankfully!).



One of my friends that runs Linux asked me to read this book so I could understand what he was

talking about. I can honestly say I have never used Linux before and was extremely confused by the

things my friend would try to talk about, this book has cleared up a lot of my confusion. It is written

with the layman in mind and teaches you the basics on how to get started with Linux. Thank you Mr.

Yao for taking the time to write this little gem it has certainly helped me to understand my friend a lot

better. It got me thinking that maybe I might give it a try and start running Linux on one of my

computers. I would highly recommend this book to anyone that is new to Linux and would like to

better comprehend it, this will do that for you.

This book is useless. I'm sure Mr Yao has a great knowledge of the linux command line. However,

his knowledge of the English language seems quite limited! Therefore, all the example given in his

book are unworkable...at least they are for me, and I just can't figure out what he's talking about.

Now given the ample number of linux distros out there, it is possible that his examples all work

wonderfully well on some particular distribution. But since he does not care enough about us

readers to mention what that particular distro might be, I can only conclude that Mr Yao is not

capable of explaining his knowledge in a satisfactory way.

Author Ray Yao delivers again. As I attempted to learn Linux, I just wanted to learn how to use it. I

have limited time to learn and this book gave me what I needed in a short span of time. The

glossary helped because I am new to Linux. As a beginner the guide helped me to learn the

necessary commands. Programming is not an easy subject to grasp but â€œYaoâ€• helped me

comprehend the essential Linux commands. I strongly recommend this book for beginners.

Book is laid out as a reference, but is not well organized. Rarely use it, not because I know the

material. Basically, I'll just use my 3-5 commands I know and get by. If I needed anything more, I'd

need a better book.The English is, shall we say, unconventional.
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